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To find out more about SAPST visit www.sapst.org

SAPST’s Strategic objectives are as follows:

The Strategic Objectives that will guide SAPST operations between 2014 and 2018 
are:

• To capacitate Parliaments to effectively carry out law making, representation and 
oversight functions

• To facilitate civil society and the general public to engage Parliament

• To strengthen media coverage of Parliament business

• To provide a platform for local, regional and international legislators to share

• experiences

• To enhance the organisation's financial, human resources and technical capacity

• To enhance gender mainstreaming in the parliamentary support programme

• To develop and implement a clear and effective communication strategy

Main activities are:
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• Training of Committees and the Secretariat of Parliament in legislative, policy and
budget analysis and reporting. 

• Supporting a University Student Internship Programme with Parliament. 

• Support for the conduct of public hearings by parliament committees.

• Technical support in the review of parliament rules and procedures.

• Support for the conduct of constituency meetings and report-back sessions by 
MPs.

• Facilitating civil society engagement with parliament through capacity building and 
joint advocacy where there is need.
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The Social Accountability Monitoring (SAM) methodology allows public resources to 
be effectively and accountably managed through citizen participation and monitoring 
of government’s public resource management (PRM) system.  According to SAM, in 
order for government to convert public resources into services that meet people’s 
most pressing needs, the state needs to implement five processes that form the basis 
of a system managing public resources (PRM system): 
Process 1: Resource Allocation and Strategic Planning; 
Process 2: Expenditure Management; 
Process 3: Performance Management; 
Process 4: Public Integrity
Process 5: Oversight.
The approach assumes that by applying SAM to the PRM system, demand side actors 
(civic actors & oversight members) will be able to hold the executive accountable for 
the use of public funds for service delivery and human rights outcomes.  
This exercise sought to answer why and how SAPST took on the PSAM approach and 
what it has accomplished.
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Through SAPST we are learning from tracing SAPST’s journey that in a context such as 
Zimbabwe with i) legislative gaps, ii) political tensions iii) limited public resources and 
an inconsistent & at times unpredictable aid environment, social accountability 
monitoring is still possible and promising. SAPST has made it possible and promising:

i) Through strategically adapting (through linking and prioritizing entry points in

the PRM system) in response to changes in the context

ii) Course correction and revising strategies based on learning from doing

iii) By being embedded in relationships for politically savvy to obtain necessary

changes in context and to achieve results

iv) By being patient with gradual change as well as highs and lows as part of the

social accountability journey.
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SAPST Executive Director developed a professional relationship  with the Speaker and 
Clerk of Parliament. This relationship which spans 15 years has established trust & 
paved the way for a MoU, the first of its kind with a CSO. The MoU has in turn paved 
the way for SAPST to create a supportive context in Parliament for SAM work.

For example, over the years supporting Parliament’s budget oversight function, SAPST
observed and learnt that Parliament’s pre budget seminars deliberating on the
budget proposal between Parliament and the Executive were held a little late in the
budget calendar. Parliament’s budget oversight function was not yielding intended
results due to the manner it was being implemented. Recommendations for changes
to the budget calendar did not find favor with the administration that was there
before 2015. A change in parliament administration presents an opportunity for
SAPST to course correct by working with the Speaker to reschedule the timing of the
pre-budget seminar so that they take place before MoF presentation/tabling of the
budget giving MPs a real opportunity to influence budget formulation. SAPST learn
that despite the strategic timing, MPs influence continues to be minimal due to lack
of capacity. SAPST once again course correct by sharpening the engagement at
budget seminars by training committee chairpersons on budget literacy & SAM. In
2016, The chairperson of the Health committee Hon. Labode who was trained on
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SAM successfully lobbies for increased health allocation at a pre-budget seminar. MoF
is impressed by the quality of input and engagement from Chairpersons and request
the Speaker of Parliament to arrange follow up sessions with chairpersons of
portfolio committees to deepen the engagement.
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The PFM Act mandates monthly, quarterly and annual reporting by government 
departments to parliamentary committees on Budget performance.  SAPST assisted 
the Budget and Finance Portfolio Committee to draft PFM regulations which were 
never adopted by the 7th Parliament due to political tensions of the Government of 
National Unity. Post GNU, SAPST noted that the absence of PFM regulations were 
impeding on the quality & consistency of reporting by the Executive. SAPST strategy is 
to position themselves strategically by establishing a formal relationship by renewing 
its MoU with the 8th Parliament. SAPST assist Parliament to align its Standing rules 
and Orders with the New Zimbabwe Constitution passed in 2013. Because the new 
Constitution gave Parliament extensive oversight powers and functions over PRM, 
Parliament found itself requiring an effective framework for its budget oversight role. 
This presented a strategic opportunity to SAPST to come up with Quarterly Budget 
Performance Reporting Guidelines modeled on the PSAM SAM approach. The 
Quarterly Budget Performance Reporting Guidelines were successfully adopted by 
Zimbabwe’s 8th Parliament. The combination of SAPST modeling the budget reporting 
guidelines on the PSAM approach and SAPST sponsoring Chairpersons of 
Parliamentary committees to attend PSAM’s SAM training course  has enabled 
chairpersons with the requisite skills to make use of the budget  guidelines.
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The above is an illustration of how SAPST made links with both demand side actors 
(civil society & oversight) –“we support civic engagement with civil society. We do 
direct work with Parliament but we also support and promote CSO engagement in 
parliamentary processes” –Executive Director of SAPST.   SAPST MoUs with 
Parliament and CSOs in Zimbabwe doing budget advocacy work  is creating and 
strengthening an enabling environment for both demand actors  to do SAM work.  
SAPST MoU with Parliament has paved the way for ZLP partner Zimbabwe Women’s 
Resource Centre Network (ZWCRN’s) to successfully conduct training, advocacy and 
dissemination of a number of  gender related tools, information products such as  
research, policy briefs and  national budget fact sheets as a way of mainstreaming 
gender into public polices, programmes and budgets.  “The adoption of the gender 
guidelines has helped us a lot. Our fact sheets have been developed for use by 
Members of Parliament as a tool for budget monitoring and expenditure tracking.” –
Director of ZWCRN
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SAPST were able to do SAM related interventions in response to changes (limitations 
and opportunities) in context.

 Since SAPST’s renewal of its MoU with Zimbabwe’s 8th Parliament in 2013-14 
enabled them to provide technical assistance (ie drafting of motions) and training 
to MPs; Portfolio Committee Chairpersons  and Parliamentary staff.

 The appointment of a new Speaker of Parliament  in 2014 with a working 
relationship with SAPST created opportunity for SAPST to strengthen budget 
oversight by introducing improvements in pre budget seminars with the support of 
the Speaker.  In 2016, the Ministry of Finance impressed by the inputs and quality 
of engagement at pre-budget seminars, has since requested the Speaker to 
arrange meetings post the budget seminar with chairpersons of Portfolio 
Committees. 

 APNAC provides a platform and network of Zimbabwean parliamentarians 

with other parliamentarians in the region to learn from and work together to 

combat corruption. It is a non-partisan and voluntary membership 
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organisation, whose main objective is to build the capacity of its members 

and raise awareness among other parliamentarians and the public on the 

fight against corruption. Southern African Parliamentary Support Trust is 

currently hosting the APNAC Zimbabwe Secretariat. The chapter was started 

by the 7th Parliament during the Government of National Unity. Since the 

2014 elections, the chapter was discontinued by the 8th Parliament. 

Subsequent attempts to revive the APNAC Chapter in Zimbabwe in the period 

2013-2016 proved difficult as some of its members lost seats in the 2013 

elections and some were promoted into Cabinet with some being recalled by 

their respective political parties. However, efforts in 2017 by Parliament and 

SAPST have managed to revive Zimbabwe’s APNAC Chapter.

 The GNU period coupled with the new Constitution (2013) resulted in the 

liberalization of the airwaves by government. This culminated in the granting 

of radio licenses to a number of independent and commercial radios which 

paved the way for SAPST to conduct live public hearings on the budget as 

well as radio shows on SAM related topics. However at the height of political 

tensions and protests in 2016, live public hearings encountered some 

challenges with some radio stations refusing to air the hearings live and 

ordinary public hearings were often disrupted.
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SAPST became a trainer of trainers on SAM in 2012 (Rhodes University
Fundamentals of Social Accountability Monitoring course) and 2014 (Localized
Zimbabwe SAM course) respectively. Since then, SAPST funding for training and
capacity building is very specific and targeted for building relationships with
powerful & strategic stakeholders that will advance SAM. SAPST sponsored very
influential persons Parliamentary Clerk and Speaker to attend a short oversight
course at NYU as part of capacity building key persons.
According to, SAPST Programme Officer, “The Speaker appreciates the quality of our
technical support to Parliament and its committees. So our strategy as SAPST, is to
strengthen the oversight function of portfolio committees”. The new Clerk of
Parliament and Speaker are open minded and have become enablers of reforms and
reformers in Parliament (see above).

In this context, SAPST trains MPs and sponsors Chairpersons of Portfolio
Committees, Clerks & Parliamentary researchers to attend Fundamentals of SAM in
Grahamstown. Training helps further nurture skills and relationships with allies in
Parliament, and in turn, achieve results. Training performs many functions for
advancing SAM and many of them are not technical in nature, but political.
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SAPST milestones have been achieved by their capacity  to engage in small ‘p’ which 
refers to their ability to be strategic or savvy in making their demands. 
SAPST were unsuccessful for pushing for PRM regulations due to the political context.  
During the GNU era, the MoF was headed by a Minister from the main opposition 
party in Parliament. This Minister was reform minded and is the one who initiated a 
lot of reforms in the MoF. However, the tenure of the GNU came to an end before the 
PFM Regulations could be adopted by Cabinet and promulgated into law. After 2013 
Elections, the MoF was assigned to a ruling party Minister, who had different reform 
agenda priorities.
SAPST revised strategy included waiting for an opportune time when they had 
powerful champions in Parliament in the form of the Speaker and new Clerk of 
Parliament and changing the terminology and target of the ask from  “PRM 
regulations” to “quarterly budget guidelines.”
Similar reforms to the SAM environment include  tacticfully reforming pre budget 
seminar reforms with an MoU and champion in place. 
SAPST have also been willing and strategic about the Speaker being the voice and 
face of their reforms in order for them to be successfully  adopted.  
SAPST strategy also includes not only creating champions in Parliament but also 
strategically applying ‘small p’ or political savvy  to these relationships with and 
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between champions. They do this by considering  when and with whom to make 
demands. 
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However  more recently a number of CSOs trained by ZLP on SAM have recently 
obtained basket funding to implement service delivery advocacy projects using SAM 
as an approach under  the TRACE consortium. The ability for civic organizations to 
work together towards a common goal would not have been possible without the 
relationships and civic capacities enabled by the SAM training delivered by ZLP of 
which SAPST was a part. SAM training in Zimbabwe has also created a network of 
civic capacities, skills, resources which organizations can potentially draw` from to 
both measure and achieve outcomes.
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This slide contains examples of SAPST’s responsiveness to contextual shifts, which are 
described in detail below:

SAPST identified that MPs don’t give feedback to electorate and that there is no 
funding available to portfolio committees as well as a culture of accounting to 
constituents regarding budget policy, plans, service delivery performance and the like.
Constituency Consultative Forums (CCFs) are unique platforms used by SAPST as way 
of supporting & mentoring women MPs. In addition to holding constituency 
meetings, the CCFs ensure constant communication between women MPs and key 
members of their constituencies who raise topical issues including (but not limited to) 
PRM & service delivery.

CCFs bridge the relationship between citizens, Oversight and the Executive. MPs with

the assistance of SAPST take the issues raised in the CCFs in the form of motions and

questions. In some instances SAPST and the CCF have empowered and capacitated

members of the community to make oral and written submissions in Parliament. Via

Constituency meetings, CCFs, have managed to develop close, strategic and valuable

relationships with MPs; citizens and chairpersons of portfolio committees from

various political parties who have championed and supported SAM.
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In 2015, Government liberalized the airwaves. This resulted in the issuing of radio
licenses giving way to the emergence of new and independent commercial radio
stations. SAPST responded to this change in context by incorporating radio as a big
part of their strategy. SAPST began to facilitate live public hearings via radio as well as
to hold various radio programs which discussed topical issues pertaining to PRM &
service delivery with key stakeholders – MPs, CSOs, Members of the Executive.
Through the use of radio, SAPST has been able to advance SAM activities.
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Since 2009, the Zimbabwean government with the funding support from
development partners has been rebuilding and reforming the PRM system and
budget processes. This was during the Government of National Unity (GNU) when political
tensions were high thus SAPST were unable to push for major changes regarding the PRM
reforms such as the Regulations, Programme Based Budgeting and a Parliamentary Budget

Office (PBO). During the GNU, Parliament became extremely political and partisan
thus efforts to do SAM in Parliament was a challenge. SAPST strategy was in
addition to working with the Budget and Finance Committee in Parliament to take
advantage of their personal links with MoF to still push the reform agenda. In the
aftermath of GNU, the new ruling party MoF were suspicious of changes pushed by
previous MoF and became a very political and closed space. On the other hand
Parliament’s new Speaker and new Clerk of Parliament were progressive and open.
Furthermore, SAPST had a long term pre-existing relationship with the new Clerk of
Parliament which they used to their advantage.

In an interview, the MoF Budget Director highlighted that PFMA reform agenda
although it began in 2009, it has been ongoing. Passing PFMA law was only one facet
of the reform process forming the basis of a broader long term reform process. As of
2016, MoF reforms are now focused on improving PFM systems, strengthening
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strategic & budget planning, macro forecasting and general transparency and
reporting. The introduction of programme based budgeting & a simplified version of
a budget statement in the form of a booklet is one such initiative.
When asked why MoF was prioritizing these reforms, he said “All these initiatives are
meant to ensure greater efficiency. As you are aware, the Government of Zimbabwe
is cash strapped, struggling with limited resources. We need to improve resource
efficiency and be able to show results. Any initiatives that help us achieve resource
efficiency are welcome. We are open to partnering with CSOs to help us do this” –
MoF Budget Director
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Due to resource constraints the Auditor General Office in Zimbabwe was unable to 
produce and keep to date with audit reports which are important for doing SAM 
activities such as  Expenditure management, Public Integrity and Oversight. SAPST’s 
ability to do activities in relation to the PRM processes was limited. In 2015, the AG 
office received EU funding which enabled the AG office to clear audit backlog. In 
2016, SAPST were able to produce research and analysis on the latest audit reports 
for the Public Accounts Committee. SAPST also sponsored radio shows and public 
hearings on the findings and recommendations of the AG reports. 

SAPST provided a platform and network of Zimbabwean parliamentarians with other 
parliamentarians in the region (APNAC) to learn from and work together to combat 
corruption. The APNAC Zimbabwe Chapter began during the Government of National 
Unity (GNU) and with Zimbabwe’s 7th Parliament. After the 2013 General Elections 
the APNAC Zimbabwe Chapter became inactive mainly due to the fact that the 
Chairperson, who was championing the programme lost his parliamentary seat 
through expulsion as he had crossed the floor. Other members of the Chapter lost 
their seats at the general elections and some had been appointed into the Executive. 
The other factor was that the Grant which was supporting this programme came to 
an end.
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SAPST’s SAM journey in a context such as Zimbabwe has been filled with highs and
lows. SAPST’s story demonstrates patience for gradual change as well as highs and
lows as part of the social accountability journey.
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SAPST’s Social Accountability Monitoring (SAM) journey is possible in the Zimbabwe 
context  through 

i)Strategically adapting (through linking and prioritizing entry points in the PRM
system) in response to changes in the context

ii)Course correction and revising strategies based on learning from doing

iii)By being embedded in relationships for politically savvy to obtain necessary

changes in context and to achieve results

i)Having patience for gradual change as well as highs and lows as part of the

social accountability journey
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